Chief Gaines introduction
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I am Kravien White and serve as the program specialist for Title V program and Dr.
Cassandra Brown was recently named Director of the program.
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The objectives for today’s presentation include the following:
First, we will provide an overview of the new streamlined application for the 2021-22
grant cycle.

Second, we will provide a review of the current monitoring requirements for the 202021 grant cycle.
Third, we will share an overview of Florida’s new Universal Monitoring System for the
2021-22 grant cycle which includes program specific tier one and tier two monitoring
and support that all LEAs will receive.
And fourth, we will share some additional program resources.
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Florida is pivoting to a streamlined system for federal programs through alignment of all
ESEA programs within the Strategic Improvement framework. The creation of a NEW
federal program’s application within one toolkit aligns with Florida’s Strategic Plan. The
application process has been updated to ensure that the coordination of supplemental
federal funds can positively impact all students and their academic performance. This
new application allows LEAs the flexibility to choose which of the federal programs they
would like to apply for in a consolidated toolkit. LEAs may choose to apply for one or
multiple federal programs depending on the LEAs strategic planning, staffing and
individualized needs. The request to streamline and update the application process has
been requested by several LEAs. Collaboration among LEAs and internal stakeholders
have occurred in the development of these updates throughout the last year. This
section of the presentation will walk you though each tab of the new toolkit and
provide program specific guidance for the completion of the NEW 2021-22 application.
Additionally, please note that we have also created a 2021-22 companion guide that
will provide technical and program specific guidance as LEAs navigate though each
section of the new application. This guide is hyperlinked on the new application and is
also located in www.floridacims.org for your convenience.
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The first tab in the new application is the title page. The title page allows the LEA to
identify authorized users, as well as provide information for other required contacts, as
described below.
Fiscal Contact Information Section
In this section the LEA will enter the fiscal contact. The LEA is required to complete the
following sections : Fiscal Contact Name, Title, Phone Number (with extension if
applicable), Contact Email, DUNS Number and FEIN Number. The fiscal contact listed in
this section will receive fiscal related information in regards to the application.
Program Contact Section
In this section the LEA will enter the program contact information for the programs in
which the LEA is completing the application for. The LEA is required to complete the
following sections: Program Contact Name, Title, Phone Number (with extension if
applicable) and Contact Email. The program contact is the individual that coordinates
the completion of the application on behalf of the LEA. This individual will receive all
communication regarding the application, program requirements and monitoring.
Please note that each program name on the title page (typed in the yellow font) is
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hyperlinked to the corresponding application tab. To quickly navigate to a specific
program, click on the program title on the title page.
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The second tab in the new application is the DOE 100A. This tab allows LEAs to select
the program(s) that they are requesting funding for within the application. Further step
by step guidance to complete this section is listed within the 2021-22 Companion
Guide. A few highlights to review about the DOE100A:
1. The Name of LEA will auto-populate for the LEA based off the information entered on
the Title page.
2. The Project Number and TAPS Numbers entered on the DOE100A will auto-populate
on the Program budget tabs
3. Additionally, electronic signatures are allowable within the Signature of Agency Head
section of the DOE100A
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The third tab in the new application is the General and Program Specific Assurances.
Within this tab the LEA will certify that they agree to the general assurances and the
assurances of the programs they selected on the DOE 100A tab by checking the box at
the bottom of the assurance tab. The program specific assurances will be reviewed
throughout the next few slides but first I will review the required General Assurances.
It is important to note that the General Assurances section includes hyperlinks to
additional information that will provide further guidance for LEAs when reviewing the
General Assurances.
The following are the 6 General Assurances that LEAs must agree to:
Assurance 1: The LEA assures that they have on file with the Department a signed
statement by the agency head certifying applicant adherence to the General
Assurances for Participation in State and Federal Programs.
Assurance 2: The LEA assures that they will comply with the K12 ESEA Common Federal
Program Guidance.
Assurance 3: The LEA assures that a comprehensive needs assessment is conducted
that takes into account information on the academic achievement of children in
relation to the challenging state academic standards.
Assurance 4: The LEA assures that timely and meaningful consultation occur between
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LEA and private school officials prior to any decision that affects the opportunities of
eligible private school children, teachers, and other educational personnel to participate
in programs subject to equitable participation.
Assurance 5: The LEA assures that if they submit a separate application for each
program or a combination of programs, and is not an LEA that was selected to
participate in the 2021-22 Pilot Consolidated Application, the application is due on the
earlier of the federal program dates listed on the 2021-22 Collaborative Calendar.
Assurance 6: The LEA assures, as appropriate, that stakeholder collaboration across
multiple programs will occur as outlined under ESSA.
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Title V has two Assurances:
Assurance 1
When using the flexibility under Section 5211, the LEA will use applicable funding as
outlined in 5211(c):

1. Title II, Part A – Improving Educator Quality2. Title IV, Part A – Student Support and Academic EnrichmentAssurance 2
Local education agencies may carry out activities authorized under any of the following
provisions:
1. Title I, Part A – Improving Academic Achievement- authorized services to improve
educational services.

2. Title II, Part A – Improving Educator Quality- authorized services for Teacher
Recruitment and retention, including the use of signing bonuses and other financial
incentives.
3. Title III – Language Instruction for English Learners and Immigrant Studentsauthorized services in language instruction for Limited English proficient and
Immigration Students.
4. Title IV, Part A – Student Support and Academic Enrichment- authorized services to
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utilized technology to improve teaching and safe and drug-free schools program.
5. Authorized services to support Parental Involvement Activities.
6. Indirect Costs
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Within this tab of the toolkit application the preliminary allocations for 2021-22 are
listed by program title for each LEA. Each LEA knows the climate within their district
and should only use these preliminary allocation amounts for planning purposes. All
preliminary allocations are based on the 2020-21 final program allocations with the
exception of Title I, Part A. The Title I, Part A preliminary allocation is based on the
2021-22 preliminary allocation from USED (using Final Survey 3 data from 2019-20).
Again, I would like to reiterate that these allocation amounts are preliminary and
should only be used for planning purposes. An amendment may be required to be
submitted after 2021-22 final allocations are available. FDOE will provide further
guidance should an amendment be required.
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The Title V Application contains 6 Areas of Focus
Area of Focus 1: is for Title I, Part A -Improving the Academic Achievement of the
Disadvantaged

Area of Focus 2: is for Title II, Part A- Supporting Effective Instruction
Area of Focus 3: is for Title III- English Language Acquisition, Language Enhancement
and Academic Achievement
Area of Focus 4: is for Title IV, Part A- Student Support and Academic Enrichment
Area of Focus 5: is for Parental Involvement
Area of Focus 6: is for Administrative Costs
Now lets discuss details for each Area of Focus.
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Should your activity fall under Title I, Part A- Improving the Academic Achievement of
the Disadvantaged Describe how these funds will be used to supplement Title I, Part A
activities. Be sure to address the following components in your response:
• A detailed description of the program activity and how the program will be
implemented.
• The group, grade-level, and number of students impacted by the program activity
and the timeline for implementation.
• The expected student benefit (even if the program focuses on professional
development for administrators, teachers, and/or staff).
• An explanation of the measurable outcomes that will be used to monitor
implementation and evaluate the program activity.
• An explanation of if this project is continuing from the previous year and why the
project should continue (previous successes, expansion, or how issues will be
addressed).
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For Area of Focus 1 addressing Title I, Part A, consider the following examples of
allowable activities:
• Instructional coaches to provide high-quality, school-based professional
development.
• Increased learning time.
• Equipment, materials, and training needed to compile and analyze student
achievement data to monitor progress, alert the school to struggling students, and
drive decision making.
• Devices and software for students to access digital learning materials and
collaborate with peers, and related training for educators (including accessible
devices and software needed by students with disabilities).
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Should your activity fall under Title II, Part A- Supporting Effective Instruction Describe
how these funds will be used to supplement Title II, Part A activities. Be sure to address
the following components in your response:
• A detailed description of the program activity and how the program will be
implemented.
• The group, grade-level, and number of students impacted by the program activity
and the timeline for implementation.
• The expected student benefit even if the program focuses on professional
development for administrators, teachers, and/or staff.
• An explanation of the measurable outcomes that will be used to monitor
implementation and evaluate the program activity.
• An explanation of if this project is continuing from the previous year and why the
project should continue (previous successes, expansion, or how issues will be
addressed).
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For Area of Focus 2 addressing Title II, Part A, consider the following examples of
allowable activities:
• Implementing initiatives to assist in recruiting, hiring, and retaining effective
teachers, particularly in low-income schools (e.g. early hiring, differential and
incentive pay, leadership opportunities).
• Trainings for teachers, principals and other school leaders on how to accurately
differentiate teacher performance and constructively utilize evaluation results.
• High quality professional development to train teachers, principals, and other school
leaders about topics such as technology in the classroom, student data privacy,
parent and family engagement, academic readiness skills, school policy decisionmaking, and experiential learning through observation
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Should your activity fall under Title III- English Language Acquisition, Language
Enhancement and Academic Achievement Describe how these funds will be used to
supplement Title III activities. Be sure to address the following components in your
response:
• A detailed description of the program activity and how the program will be
implemented.
• The group, grade-level, and number of students impacted by the program activity
and the timeline for implementation.
• The expected student benefit (even if the program focuses on professional
development for administrators, teachers, and/or staff)
• An explanation of the measurable outcomes that will be used to monitor
implementation and evaluate the program activity.
• An explanation of if this project is continuing from the previous year and why the
project should continue (previous successes, expansion, or how issues will be
addressed).
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For Area of Focus 3 addressing Title III, consider the following examples of allowable
activities:
• Providing and implementing effective activities and strategies that enhance or
supplement language instruction and educational programs for English learners.
• Increasing the English language proficiency of English learners by providing
supplemental resources.
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Should your activity fall under Title IV, Part A- Student Support and Academic
Enrichment Describe how these funds will be used to supplement Title IV, Part A
activities. Be sure to address the following components in your response:
• A detailed description of the program activity and how the program will be
implemented.
• The group, grade-level, and number of students impacted by the program activity
and the timeline for implementation.
• The expected student benefit (even if the program focuses on professional
development for administrators, teachers, and/or staff)
• An explanation of the measurable outcomes that will be used to monitor
implementation and evaluate the program activity.
• An explanation of if this project is continuing from the previous year and why the
project should continue (previous successes, expansion, or how issues will be
addressed).
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For Area of Focus 4 addressing Title IV, Part A, consider the following examples of
allowable activities:
• Supporting college and career counseling.
• Strengthening instruction in core subject areas.

• Improving instruction and student engagement in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM), including computer science, and increasing access to
these subjects for underrepresented groups
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Should your activity fall under Parental Involvement Describe how these funds will be
used to supplement Parental Involvement activities. Be sure to address the following
components in your response:
• A detailed description of the program activity and how the program will be
implemented.
• The group, grade-level, and number of students impacted by the program activity
and the timeline for implementation.
• The expected student benefit (even if the program focuses on professional
development for administrators, teachers, and/or staff).
• An explanation of the measurable outcomes that will be used to monitor
implementation and evaluate the program activity.
• An explanation of if this project is continuing from the previous year and why the
project should continue (previous successes, expansion, or how issues will be
addressed).
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Area of Focus 5 is Parental Involvement .It is the involvement of parents in regular,
meaningful participation in student academic activities.
Consider the following allowable examples of activities under this Area of Focus

• Providing materials to help parents improve their child’s academic achievement .
• Enable parents to participate in school-related meetings and training sessions.
• Establish formal parental advisory council.
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LEAs should list indirect costs in this section
of the application.
The most recent Indirect cost Plan is available
on the FDOE’s Comptroller’s website.

LEAs are not required to include indirect
costs.
An LEA may choose to use all funds for activities
and programs in any of the Areas of Focus
outlined previously.
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In this section the LEA must describe the activities that will be implemented to address the
corresponding Area of Focus. Within this response the LEA must describe and number the
activities that will be implemented to address the Area of Focus. The LEA should provide as
much detail that is needed to explain the request. Similar items should be grouped together.
Please note that activities must be listed by number to ensure connectivity when entering the
budget details which will be discussed in the next slide.
Let’s review an example of the level of detail that is required when responding to the narrative
section within each Area of Focus. Please note that this is an example for a Title I, Part A
request and the items listed may not be allowable within (add specific program name here).
1. Salaries for supplemental science intervention teachers to provide additional support to
targeted 5th and 8th grade students within the LEA (approximately 550 students total). The LEA
will fund Four (4) Science Intervention Teachers, with a salary of $50,000 per school year, and
this grant will fund 75% of each salary. The total amount for this activity is $150,000.

2. Purchase Rockstar Science Online Software licenses for 550 targeted 5th and 8th grade
students. 550 licenses @ $50 each = $27,500 total.
3. Purchase 50 laptop computers to replace broken and outdated and obsolete science laptops.
These laptops will be used by the 550 targeted 5th and 8th grade students for Rockstar Science
Online Software. 50 laptops @ $200 each = $10,000 total.
4. Purchase consumable evidence-based Rockstar Science workbooks for targeted 5th and 8th
grade students for use in Science intervention classrooms. 550 workbooks @ $20 each =
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$11,000 total.
5. Purchase general consumable supplies, such as pencils, notebook paper, pens, markers, and
chart paper to support Science intervention teachers and targeted 5th and 8th grade students.
$1,000 total. Please note that general consumable supplies for this example do not need an
estimated quantity and price breakdown by item, because the requested dollar amount for
supplies is reasonable. The total is less than 1% of this activity.
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After the activity details have been provided in the budget narrative section, the LEA
should use simplified descriptions when completing the budget details section within
the Area of Focus. The screenshot on the top this slide outlines the level of information
that would be required based on the narrative example shared on the previous slide.
Additionally, at the end of each budget section the amounts entered within each Area
of Focus will rollup at the bottom of each Area of Focus as shown by the screenshot on
the bottom of this slide.
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As the LEA enters items into the budget section within each Area of Focus the
requested amounts will calculate for each Area of Focus at the bottom of the program
tab. The following information will be calculated at the bottom of the program tab, if
applicable to the program.
District total
School total
Charter total
2021-22 Area of Focus Total
2020-21 Estimated Roll Forward Area of Focus Total
Area of Focus Grand Total and
% of Total 2021-22 Allocation
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The detailed activities that will be implemented within each program will roll-up to a
program specific budget tab. This tab includes the “Filter and Sort” ability. The LEA is
able to filter by function/object code, Area of Focus, Activity Description, FTE and by
Amount. The LEA is unable to edit a program specific budget item from this tab.
However, to edit a requested activity, the LEA must return to the corresponding Area of
Focus and edit the budget narrative and budget details accordingly. Any edits within the
budget details section will automatically update on this summary budget tab.
Additionally, please note that the following sections will auto-populate for the LEA
based off the information entered on the Title page and DOE 100A.
Name of LEA
Project Number: This information can be found on the DOE 100A tab.
TAPS Number: This information can be found on the DOE 100A tab.
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For your convenience, the application will be submitted through the 2021-22
Consolidated Application ShareFile folder.
However, specific program awards will distributed within the LEA’s specific program
ShareFile folder.
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Per the Collaborative Calendar the Title V- Application Timeline is as follows:
• The application will be released in March 2021

• The application due date is June 1st, 2021
• Just a reminder our program start and ending period is July 1-June 30.
• As a reminder, within the general assurances in the 2021-22 application the LEA will
assure that if they submit a separate application for each program or a combination
of programs, and is not an LEA that was selected to participate in the 2021-22 Pilot
Consolidated Application, the application is due on the earlier of the federal program
dates listed on the 2021-22 Collaborative Calendar.”
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The program office will conduct a risk assessment to determine high, moderate, and
low risk. Examples of risk assessment components include percentage of funds
expended and change in coordinator.
Monitoring protocols will be sent to all LEAs and a request for documents will be sent
to LEAs with moderate or high risk.
Then, the program office will review submitted materials and request additional
documentation if needed. Finally, the program office complete final monitoring reports
and will issue System Improvement Plans if needed.
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• We expect to complete the Risk Assessment during the last week of February.
• We plan to release Monitoring Protocols the week March 8th-12th

• The anticipated timeframe to conduct Monitoring Review and provide districts
opportunities to resubmit additional documents is April 1-May 31
• Finally, we are looking to draft the final Monitoring Reports by the middle of June
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Florida Department of Education’s Universal Monitoring System is designed to define a
tiered support system to be used by all K12 ESEA Federal Programs. This system
identifies the levels of tiered support provide to LEAs. The Universal Risk Assessment
contains common performance and fiscal indicators to identify LEAs with high risk for
on-site monitoring. Program specific monitoring will be provided for all LEAs and
support will be customized based on need or request.
Tier 1 and Tier 2 monitoring will be carried out through a combination of program
specific support and technical assistance opportunities.
Tier 1 monitoring and support is defined as program specific monitoring that will be
provided to all LEAs including review of program deliverables outlined by the program
office. In other words the program office will collect and evaluate information provided
by LEAs to demonstrate compliance with program requirements.
Tier 2 monitoring and support is defined as an opportunity to provide technical
assistance based on Tier 1 outcomes, performance indicators and/or by an LEAs
request.
Tier 3 intensive on-site collaborative monitoring is guided by FDOE’s Universal Risk
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Assessment. If an LEA is determined as high risk an on-site monitoring visit will we
conducted by a team comprised of ALL ESEA federal programs.
In summary, the new 2021-22 Universal Monitoring System is designed to provide
differentiated technical assistance based on an LEA’s need and performance history. We
believe that if we work collaboratively with LEAs, we can increase the effectiveness of
ESEA programs which in turn would have a positive impact on student performance.
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Tier 1 is classified as monitoring components that all districts shall provide to the
program office. The following are tentative Tier 1 monitoring components:
Coordination of programs- LEAs will need to provide a description of the activities and
programs implemented for students or educators and evidence that it is working. This
includes an overview of the program, an example of day-to-day operations, an example
of a lesson or activity that highlights the primary purpose of the program, and how the
program is monitored or reviewed to ensure it is operating effectively
and/or
Collaboration with Federal Programs – LEAs will need to demonstrate how they
collaborate with other federal education programs to ensure the activities and
programs implemented under a specific area of focus in Title V continue to support and
align with the needs of that program. For example, if an LEA chose to purchase
supplemental software to assist with language acquisition, the LEA would work with
the Title III coordinator to ensure the software is being used, that it is benefiting
students, and it does not require adjustments.
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Evidence of effectiveness of implementation of activities that are multi-year- Many LEAs
continue programs and activities each year. This component will require districts to
demonstrate how those programs and activities are impacting student achievement.
That is, the LEA will provide evidence that shows the program or activity is working and
should continue.

If maintained:
Parental Involvement-The LEA will explain how they encouraged parents to take an
active role students’ academic endeavors as well explain how parents were included in
school events.
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Tier 2 in the monitoring process are methods to provide technical assistance as well
enhanced support for LEAs needing additional assistance. The following are forms of
assistance under Tier 2:
• Technical Assistance
• Policy guidance
• Mentoring for new coordinators
• Additional support based on Tier 1 outcomes
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Many of you may be familiar with the Rural and Low Income School Program page;
however, they now have an updated section. It provides examples for use of funds for
each area of focus. I encourage you to click on the section of the website that says
“Please visit our updated website” circled here.

Thank you.

Full website if needed later - https://oese.ed.gov/offices/office-of-formula-grants/ruralinsular-native-achievement-programs/rural-education-achievement-program/rural-andlow-income-school-program/
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Please use the survey monkey link provided in the FASFEPA agenda to submit questions
you may have after viewing this recorded session.
We will compile questions in advance of FASFEPA Forum and use them to develop what
is covered during the Forum concurrent sessions.
During the FASFEPA concurrent session you will have additional opportunity to submit
questions in the chat box.
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